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The first and only grow book from Trichome Technologies' legendary breeder, K, this is a must-have

for every grower on the planet, from rookie cupboard growers to commercial cultivators. Walking

you through every single stage of growing, from learning about the plant itself to extracting your

expertly grown trichomes into stellar-quality hash, K shares unknown tricks and tips from his 20-year

career. Whether you're just starting out and want to know the best medium to use, or you've been

growing all your life and want to optimize your set-up, this book tells you everything you want to

know and more.
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"If you want to see great photos and artwork along with well-researched heart-felt text from an

author that risked his freedom by living in the United States of America to promote and grow

cannabis, this is the book for you!â€• &#151;Jorge Cervantes, author of The Cannabis

Encyclopedia"Trichome Technologies, the most advanced growroom in America, this medical

research facility houses strains that have been tested at THC levels as high as 27 percent."&#151;

High Times&#147;Whether you want to set-up a simple, effective and subtle first home-grow or

youâ€™re growing in confidence and branching out into larger scale operations, you would be doing

yourself a serious favor by investing in this book.â€• &#151;Weed World Magazine"I highly

recommend it to anybody seriously considering a career in cannabis cultivation or even somebody

who is looking for quality information to improve their hobby grow... Highly



recommended!"&#151;Todd McCormick, publisher of Hemp.xxx"This important work distills

decades of experience from a master grower known in the marijuana world as 'K.' The key word in

the title is 'production,' because K has concentrated on developing the most efficient, cost effective

system(s) for continuous production of high quality medical marijuana and, as such, the book is a

must for serious growers. But it's also for those who've never grown before. Newbies shouldn't be

intimidated by the volume of information. K wants you to succeed the first time and every time, and

recommends to start small, start simple." &#151;Mel Frank, publisher of Red Eye Press and author

of Marijuana Grower's Guide&#147;&#133;a detailed, easy-to-follow guide that ranks among the

best ever written on the subject.â€•&#151;Chris Simunek, HIGH TIMES MAGAZINE&#147;This book

is a pleasure to read, with 420+ pages of useful information on cultivating cannabis. I like that the

book isn't locked into one method, but explores many different systems, from basic hand-watered

soil gardens to industrial hydroponic installations.â€•&#151;Steve Elliott, author of The Little Black

Book of Marijuana, and TokeSignals.com&#147;A truly complete package.â€•&#151;Weed World

Magazine

Throughout Trichome Technologiesâ€™ 20-year history, the company has been as enigmatic as it

has been prolific. Putting out phenomenal strains like Purple Kush, they quietly set the breeding

world on fire without turning themselves into cannabis celebrities. Shrouded in mystery and known

only as the breeder to the stars, K of Trichome TechnologiesÂ has contributed to publications such

as High Times and works by Robert Connell Clarke, Greg Green, and Jorge Cervantes. K has won

an unprecedented 9 cannabis cups, including one memorable year when he took 1st, 2nd, and 3rd

places in the Bay Area Harvest Cup, was voted to have the best grow room in the 25 year history of

High Times and has personally bred over 200 new varieties of cannabis in his long and illustrious

career.With the legalization of medical marijuana he has been a consultant for some of the largest

medical cannabis production facilities from Colorado to Israel. K has also appeared on CNN and 60

minutes to explain the changes in cultivation. Now, for the first time, he shares his secrets and

growing methods in his first book, which is sure to change the way home growers and commercial

cultivators alike grow pot.

Best book I have read

This book is pretty much crap.I've grown Cannabis for the last 15 years, and while some of the

basics might be covered, the essence of this tome revolves around the producers growing method.



Period. Unless you're growing commercially exactly the way they are, this book is basically

useless.The problem is, most aren't growing the way that this book tries to cram down your throat. If

you want to grow and really get your questions answered, go for George Cervantes' book instead.

It's much clearer, more comprehensive to the variety of ways that Cannabis can be grown, and the

text is clear and straightforward.Peace and blessings ~THC

I received the book three days ago and have completely read it from cover to cover, as well as a few

chapters repeated. This is a fantastic book for the following reasons. K clearly knows whats up, the

respect he has for everyone else in the community is something that stood out to me a lot.Its simple,

yet can be complex but clean and clearly straightforward. Lots of pictures, new and old, covering

everything possible. There's in depth coverage of all different types of growing options from seed to

harvest. If your looking for a book that is published more recently, then this is hands down the best

option for you.

Great book! A must read for those who have an interest in the subject.

It's a good book, more updated than others. Still most info on web. I paid $60 when it first came out.

Not worth that, but in the $20 range is ok.

The book was the greatest one i have ever read on this subject.The author was very knowledgeable

and interesting.And there are so many beautiful color pictures through out! You will be glad you

bought it! Highly recommended!

Its a good grow book Ã°ÂŸÂ“Âš definitely in my library along with other must haves

there are better books out there
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